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BONE DETECTION IN FISH BY X-RAY EXAMINATION 
Part 2 - Fluoroscopic Examination of Frozen Fried Fish Sticks 

By J. J. Powell* 

ABSTRACT 

WITH THE USE OF A MEDI CA L DIAGNOST IC X-RAY FLUOROSCOPE, 98 . 5 PERCENT 
OF TH E BONES CONTAINED IN SEVERAL THOUSAND FROZEN FRIED FISH STICKS WERE 
DETECTED DURING A TEST OF THE METHOD. USE OF TH~ FLUOROSCOPE FOR THE PUR
POSE OF BONE DETECT ION OLD NOT REQUIRE COOK ING AND DESTRUCTION OF THE FISH 
STICKS, WHICH WOULD BE NECESSARY IN MANUAL-VISUAL INSPECTION. THIS FLUO
ROSCOPIC X-RAY METHOD IS SUITA BLE FOR ROUTINE QUALITY-CONTROL IN COMMER
CiAL PLANTS AND FOR USE IN D ET~CTING BONES IN THE GRADING OF FROZEN FRIED 
FISH ST I CKS . 

INTRODUCTION 

A quick and accurate method for the detection of bones in fishery products has 
been sought since the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, with the cooperation of the 
fishing industry, developed the voluntary United States SJandards for Grades of Fro
zen Fried Fish Sticks (Federal Register, July 21, 1956l). Frascatore and Holston 
(1955) employed photographic X-ray 
examination for the detection of bones 
in fish blocks and fillets. Although 
that method proved to be accurate , it 
was time-consuming and expensive. 
Fluoroscopic X-ray examination for 
bone detection in fishery products was ~ 
suggested as being a quicker and a 
more practical means of solving this 
problem. v 

This paper reports the prelimi
nary experiments employing the sug
gested fluoroscopic X-ray technique. 
!he immediate purpose of this te st 
is to develop a routine quality-con
trol measure in commercial plants 
and for grading procedures in the 
application of the voluntary United 
States Standards for fishery products. 
The ultimate purpose, however , is to 
acquire information that will aid in 
the development of a routine contin
uous method of bone detection in fish
ery products as they are being proc

" FIG. 1 - DETERMINING THE BO E-CO TENT OF FISH 
STICKS, BLOCKS, OR FILLETS BY US E OF X-RAY FLuO
ROSCOPY. THE OPERATOR IS ADJUSTING THE X-RAY 
CONTROL PANEL . ~ed commercially. * BIOCHEMIST, FISHERY TECHNOLOGI CAL 

REAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES , U. 
VAlSO COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ~, 

LABORATORY, DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH A 0 SER ICES, BU
S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, EAS BOSTON, ~ASS. 
AUGUST 1956, P. 78. 
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The fluoroscopic equipment available for these studie s at the Bureau of Com
mercial Fisheries Technological Labor at ory a t East Bo s ton was not designed for in
dustrial use but rather for routine medical diagnostic examinat ions. It has an op
erating range of 2.5 to 15.0 milliamperes and 30 to 85 kilovolts. 

The image produced on the fluoroscopic screen (Dupont-P atterson CB-2) is in
fluenced by various factors. The sharpness of the image , for examp le, i s dependent 
on the size of the focal point (that point where the cathode rays str ike the anode to 
produce X-rays). If this point is large or if the tungsten anode ove r heats, expand
ing the metal, the image may be distorted, causing it to be diffuse and vague. 

Other difficulties are caused by the inability of the operator to s e e the bones on 
the fluoroscopic screen. The light emitted by the fluoroscope is dim, and as a re
sult, the operator is quickly susceptible to eye fatigue. 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the present study were as follows: 

1. To determine the optimum conditions for use and operation of availabl e X
ray fluoroscopic equipment. 

2. To determine the reliability of the fluoroscopic method when applied to the 
detection of bones in frozen fried fish sticks. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The first problem was to determine the optimum energy levels at which to view 
the test samples . Approximately 50 pounds of fresh haddock and scrod haddock fil 
lets (each fillet contained at least one bone) were viewed on the fluoroscopic screen 
with the current ranging from 2.5 to 9.5 milliamperes and the potential ranging from 
40 to 85 kilovolts. The clearest and sharpest image on the screen was obtained at a 
setting of 8 to 9 milliamperes and 70 to 75 kilovolts. 

The continuous use of such high -energy levels for over 3 minutes would be det 
rimental to the X-ray tube, causing it to overheat. To solve this problem, the in
strument was operated for 2 minutes and then turned off for an equal period. When 
this procedure was followed, the image produced on the screen wa s sha rp and clear. 

Before viewing the samples in the dark room, the operator must accu stom his 
eyes to the very dim light emitted by the fluoroscope. This is accompli shed by don
ning red plastic adaptation goggles at least 20 minutes before entering the darkroom . 
If this precautionary measure was not taken or was done improperly (that is, if the 
goggle s were worn in sunlight or under bright artificial light) , s m a ll bones in the 
fish sticks were apt to be missed. The goggles are removed before viewing the 
screen. 

After viewing samples in the dim light of the X - ray room for approximately 30 
minute s, the operator's eye s became tired . Therefore , any viewing beyond this 
length of time decreased the reliability of the observation . Accordingly, the 30-min
ute time limit for viewing was never exceeded. 

. To test the effectiveness of the m ethod 3, 301 f r ozen fri ed fish sticks were ob
taIned from several commercial plants. The fi sh sticks were removed from the 
package prior to being fluoroscop ed. The fish sticks that were shown to contain 
bones by this method were de signated p o s itive ; those not showing the presence of 
bones were designated negative. T h e fish sticks were then placed on a cookie pan 
(the positive fish sticks were indicated) and cook ed in an oven at 4000 F. for 15 min-
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utes. The cooked fish sticks were removed from the oven and allowed to cool. They 
were then crushed and shredded by hand to feel for bone s to check the accuracy of the 
fluoroscopic examination. 

Table 1 - Reliability of X-ray Fluoroscope in DeteCtion of 
Bones in Frozen Fried Fish Sticks 

Number of 1/ 
Number of Bones Number of Bones Number of Bones 

Detected by Detected by Missed in . Accuracy by 2/ 
Fish Sticks- Manual-Visual Fluoroscopic Fluoroscopic Fluoroscopic -
Examined Inspection Inspection Inspection Inspection 

Percent 
3,301 130 128 2 98.5 

Il/, ALL STICKS WERE fiRST EXAMINED BY A fLUOROSCOPE THEN COOKED AND EXAMINED BY MANUAL-VISUAL INSPECTION. 
g; PERCENTAGE Of ACCURACY CALCULATED AS fOLLOWS: 

~MBER Of BONES DETECTED BY) (NUMBER OF BONES DETECTED BY~ 
MANUAL-VISUAL INSPECTION - FLUOROSCOPIC INSPECTION 

100- (NUMBER OF BONES DETECTED BY MANUAL-VISUAL INSPECTION) X '00 = PERCENT ACCURACY 

The results of this study (table 1) indicated that the X-ray fluoroscope, when 
operated under the conditions stated, will detect 98.5 percent of the bones present 
in frozen fried fish sticks. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

An accuracy of 98.5 percent in the detection of bones in frozen fried fish sticks 
was obtained using a diagnostic-type fluoroscopic X-ray unit. 

The detection of bones in frozen fried fish sticks by fluoroscopic X-ray exami
nation can be applied to routine quality-control. This method can also be used by 
the Federal Inspection Service for grading frozen fried fish sticks. Whether this 
method can be applied to continuous plant inspection has yet to be determined. Fur
ther tests should be conducted to determine the feasibility of detecting bones in fro
zen fishery products on a continuous inspection basis using industrial-type fluoro-
scopic X-ray units. 
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